## HARMONY AWARDS

**PRE-PRIMARY**
- Liam Hommer
- Natasha Musukani
- Brendon Makanda

**BANDICOOTS**
- Yak Bol
- Matthew Inglis

**WOMBATS**
- Christopher Walker
- Delishia Lucas

**MAGPIES**
- Grace Jok
- Zachery Battistessa

**BLUE TONGUES**
- Yak Bol
- Matthew Inglis

**JOEYS**
- Ayak Magook
- Joshua Chamberlain

**KOALAS**
- Delishia Lucas
- Joshua Chamberlain
- Cailin Poole

**BLACK SWANS**
- Marcus Fornal
- Michael Hoar

**ECHIDNAS**
- Chimwemwe Sichone
- Jonathan Enock
- Kiara Toby

**GOANNAS**
- Crystal Graham
- Manaia Thompson

**ROOS**
- Joshua Showler
- Tyler Wolsey

**EAGLES**
- Joshua Bonasera
- Okumu Odera

**SCIENCE**
- Jaxon Pilkiw-Downey
- Kaylee Ellyard

**MUSIC**
- Emily Chamberlain
- Anne Noby
- Zane Middleton

**SPORTS**
- Almira Pathan
- James McCabe

**UNIFORM**
- Ruby Solomon
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

March
Rhiannon Williams           Sammylee Mackie
Nsansa Kapema               Sebastian Thomas
Zac Battistessa             Aaliyah Jones
Tinaishe Changunda          Christopher Walker
Kevin Kuriakose-Jimmy      Elena McAllan
Meliah Pierre               Sam Bauman
Ellie Evans                 Joel Simjo
Okumu Odera                Francelle Manalili

April
Mikaela Watters            Krista Ndunguru
Delishia Lucas             Jasmine Niquet
Lydia Neeliplackal         Kenny O'Brien
Jayson Alahakoon           Connor Richards
Krish Deshpande            Rocco Rogers
Ysabella Smith             Jude Alcock
Nyidak Dhalbeny            Marie Grace Bonasera
Saphyre Tikao              Naomi Albert  Matthew Inglis  Ashley Poole
Alaina Abraham             Reiona Matapo  Jack Williams  Brodie Jagger
Neve Morrison              Jacqueline O'Brien  Sophie May  Talia Crowley
Manaia Thompson            Riley Rondel  Sarah Mussah  John Dalgleish
Maya Pense

May
Margi Deshpande            Caoimhe Henry  Richa Prajapati  Ruby Ryan
Ashley Mangan              Agustin Amenabar  Zachary Hoar

BOOKCLUB!
Bookclub flyers went home this week. Orders are due back to the school office by no later than Tuesday 11th May.
Please make sure you enclose the correct money for orders and your child’s name and class is listed on the order form.

MARK YOUR DIARY—P & F SCHOOL DISCO!
Friday 20th May 2016
Kindy to Year 2      5:00 to 6:30 pm
Year 3 to Year 6      7:00 to 8:30 pm
$3.00 entry per child
Only students enrolled at St John Paul II may attend.
Kindy & Pre Primary parents must stay for the duration.
Koalas 2016

This semester the Koala’s have been using collaborative structures across all learning areas to encourage teamwork and promote inclusivity. At St John Paul II CPS we understand that every student learns in a different way. The Koala’s classroom is equipped with great new technology and hands on materials to give each student opportunities to reach their potential. We have also been learning about different cultures and have recently been on an exciting excursion to ECU Earth Day.